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Electronic structure of magnetic molecules V15: LSDA¿U calculations,
x-ray emissions, and photoelectron spectra
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The electronic structure of magnetic molecules of the type V15 ~isolated as a cluster compound
K6@V15As6O42(H2O)#•8H2O) has been studied using local spin density approximation~LSDA!1U band
structure calculations, and by measurements of x-ray photoelectron~valence band, core levels! and x-ray
fluorescence spectra~vanadiumKb5 andL2,3, and oxygenKa). Experiments confirm that vanadium ions are
tetravalent in V15, and their local atomic structure is close to that of CaV3O7. Comparison of experimental
data with the results of electronic structure calculations show that the LSDA1U method provides a description
of the electronic structure of V15 which agrees well with experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new class of magnetic compounds, molecular magn
has attracted much attention due to unusual magnetic p
erties that in general are associated with mesoscopic-s
magnetic particles.1,2 These materials are studied for sp
relaxation in nanomagnets, quantum tunneling of magnet
tion, topological quantum phase interference, quantum
herence, etc.3–5 In this work, we investigate the polyoxo
vanadate crystal K6@V15As6O42(H2O)#•8H2O ~denoted
below as V15), in which the cluster anion
@V15As6O42(H2O)#62 possesses an interesting layer
structure.6–8 This molecule contains 15 antiferromagnetica
coupled vanadium ions, each having a spinS51/2; see Fig.
1. In contrast with many other molecular ferrimagnets~such
as Mn12 or Fe8), V15 is a molecular antiferromagnet with
small net uncompensated spin 1/2, and it exhibits a w
anisotropy. It presents unusual features, such as ‘‘butte
like’’ hysteresis loops,9 and, as theoretical estimate
suggest,10 it might exhibit a rather long decoherence tim
Previous considerations6–8,11,12 advocated that vanadium
ions in this compound have a valency of 41. However, ex-
perimental studies elucidating the electronic structure of15
are scarce. Such studies are important for theoretical con
erations of this complex compound, and firm experimen
evidence of the tetravalent nature of vanadium ions in V15 is
crucial.

We have addressed these issues by investigating V15 with
x-ray photoelectron~XPS! and x-ray emission~XES! spec-
troscopies. These techniques allow a determination of
charge~valence! state of the ions, provide information abo
the total density of states~DOS! normalized to photoioniza
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tion cross sections and the partial DOS of atomic com
nents in the valence band, indicate variations in chem
bonding character, etc. We present a complete XPS and
study of valence states of the V ions, and the distribution
the total and partial DOSs in the valence band of V15. The
experimental data obtained are compared with theoretica
cal spin density approximation~LSDA! and LSDA1U cal-
culations, and we show that the results obtained us
LSDA1U technique agree well with experiments.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS

The XPS measurements have been carried out with a
5600ci multitechnique spectrometer using monochromati
Al Ka radiation (Eexc51486.6 eV). The estimated energ
resolution is 0.35 eV, and the base pressure in the vac

FIG. 1. ~a! Structure of the (K6@V15As6O42(H2O)#62 cluster;
the large light-gray circles denote the vanadium ions. The cen
triangle containing the V3 ions is shaded.~b! Schematic sketch of
the arrangement of the vanadium ions in V15, and the proposed spin
ordering.
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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chamber during measurements is about 531029 Torr.
The XES VKb5 spectra (4p→1s transition! were mea-

sured using a fluorescent Johan-type vacuum spectrom
with a position-sensitive detector.13 Cu Ka x-ray radiation
from a sealed x-ray tube has been used for excitation of
V Kb5 XES. A quartz crystal~rhombohedral plane, second
order reflection! curved toR51.8 m was used as an an
lyzer. The spectra were measured with an instrumental
ergy resolution 0.22 eV. The vanadiumL2,3 (3d4s
→2p1/2,3/2 transitions! and oxygenKa (2p→1s transition!
XES have been recorded at the Advanced Light Sou
~Beamline 8.0) employing soft x-ray fluorescen
endstation.14 The vanadiumL2,3 and oxygenKa XES have
been measured resonantly, through the VL2,3 and OK edges,
and nonresonantly~far from the threshold!. The instrumental
energy resolutions of the VL and OK spectra are about 0.
and 0.3 eV, respectively. The V 2p and O 1s x-ray absorp-
tion spectra have been measured in the total electron y
~TEY! mode.

The total resolution of XES measurements is compose
the instrumental resolution~the values given above!, and the
width of the core level which depends on the lifetime of t
hole. For vanadiumKb5 XES, the width of the core level is
about 0.79 eV, which gives about 1.0 eV of total ener
resolution. For vanadiumL emission, the core level width i
about 0.8 eV, and for OKa XES, the core level width is
about 0.2–0.3 eV.

The single crystal of„K6@V15As6O42(H2O)#•8H2O… was
prepared as described in Ref. 6. It has a trigonal symm
~space groupR3c), as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The overall struc-
ture consists of three sets of non-equivalent vanadium at
V1, V2, and V3. V1 and V2 belong to two nonplanar hex
gons separated by a triangle of V3 centers forming the ‘‘la
structure’’@Fig. 1~b!#.

III. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The x-ray emission valence spectra originate from
electron transitions between the valence band and the
hole. The wave functions of the core states are strongly
calized, and the angular momentum symmetry of the c
electrons is well defined. Thus, according to the dipole
lection rules, these spectra reflect the site-projected and s
metry restricted partial densities of states. However, it
rather difficult to extract information about the occupied
3d states from nonresonant VL2,3 XES because VL3
(3d4s→2p3/2) and V L2 (3d4s→2p1/2) transitions are
strongly overlapped due to the small spin-orbit splitting of
2p states~7.7 eV!. To overcome this difficulty, we have use
resonant excitation of VL2,3 XES, where the energy of in
coming photons was tuned near V 2p thresholds, and in this
way we could selectively excite VL3 XES.

Figure 2 shows the results of measurements of VL2,3
XES resonantly excited near the V 2p thresholds. The exci-
tation energies were selected in accordance with the feat
(a–f ) on the V 2p TEY ~upper panel of Fig. 2!, and indi-
cated by vertical lines on VL-emission spectra~lower panel
of Fig. 2!. These energies exactly correspond to the energ
the elastic peaks which probe the unoccupied states, an
13440
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resulting intensities follow the absorption cross section.
one can see, the selectively excited VL3 XES ~curvesa and
b, Fig. 2! reveal two peaks at 510.0 eV and at 513.8–51
eV which reproduce the structure of the undistorted distri
tion of V 3d states in the valence band, and can be relate
O 2p and V 3d bands, respectively.16 The V 3d-like peaks
have different emission energies~513.8 and 514.4 eV!,
which can be attributed to the contributions of nonequival
vanadium atoms in the crystal structure
K6@V15As6O42(H2O)#•8H2O ~Fig. 1!. The ratio of V 3d-
and O 2p-~V 3d)-like peaks is higher for the curvea than
for the curveb, which allows us to associate the peak
513.8 eV with the contributions of V1 and V2 atoms fro
hexagons~we denote this contribution as 1-2!, and the peak
at 514.4 eV with the contribution of V3 atoms~we denote
this contribution as 3!. At higher excitation energies, th
peaks at 513.8–514.4 eV are strongly overlapped with
main peak of VL2 XES ~curvesc–f , Fig. 2!, which makes it
very difficult to establish their location and width.

The resonantly excited OKa XES of V15 ~Fig. 3! reveal
significant changes in the fine structure, depending on e
tation energy. These changes can be explained by contr
tions of different oxygens belonging to the polyoxovanad
part and the water of hydration in the V15 structure, which
are selectively excited by tuning the energy of incoming ph
tons. Using the x-ray fluorescence measurements of liq

FIG. 2. Excitation energy dependence of VL2,3 XES of V15.
8-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF MAGNETIC MOLECULES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134408 ~2003!
water,15 we can attribute the featuree of O 1s TEY ~upper
panel, Fig. 3! and corresponding OKa XES ~curvee, lower
panel, Fig. 3! to the oxygens belonging to the water of h
dration. We believe that the curved of O Ka XES ~lower
panel, Fig. 3! corresponds to the contribution of oxygen a
oms from the polyoxovanadate part of V15.

In Fig. 4, we compare the XPS valence band and x-
emission spectra for VKb5, V L3, and O Ka XES. To
convert the X-ray emission spectra to the binding ene
scale, we have used XPS binding energies of core level~V
2p3/2, O 1s), emission energy of VKa1 (2p3/2→1s transi-
tion!, V L3 (3d→2p3/2 transition!, and OKa (2p→1s tran-
sition! measured for V15. Such a comparison provides a d
rect interpretation of XPS VB~which probes the total DOS!,
because the XES of the constituents probe partial DO
due to the dipolar selection rule. As one can see, at the
tom of the valence band, the O 2s ~;22 eV! and K 3p states
~;18 eV! are located, as revealed in the XPS VB. VKb5
XES also consists of an energy band (Kb9) around 21 eV,
because of the hybridization between V 4p and O 2s states.
Such a hybridization is typical for all vanadium oxides16

According to Fig. 4, in the middle of the valence band V 3d
~V 4p) and O 2p states are concentrated, and strong mix
is present. Our spectra demonstrate that at the top of
valence band, the V 3d states prevail.

To analyze the oxidation state of V ions and their loc

FIG. 3. Excitation energy dependence of OKa XES of V15.
13440
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atomic structure, we have compared VL3 and V Kb5 XES
of V15 with the corresponding spectra of the referen
samples VO2 ~where V ions have valency 41!, V2O5 ~where
V ions have a valency of 51! and CaV3O7 ~where V
ions have a valency of 41! @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. Figure 5
shows that VKb5 and V L3 XES of V15 are closer to those
of VO2 than to V2O5, which suggests that vanadium ions a

FIG. 4. The comparison of XPS VB and XES of constituents
V15 in the binding energy scale.

FIG. 5. The comparison of VL3 ~a! and VKb5 ~b! of V15 with
spectra of reference samples.
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D. W. BOUKHVALOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134408 ~2003!
tetravalent in V15. We need to point out that the relativ
intensity of elastic peak with respect to the main peak of
L spectrum of V15 is much higher than that of VO2 @Fig.
5~a!#, although the vanadium ion has the same oxidat
state~41! in both compounds. The elastic peak correspo
to the transitions involvingd states located above the Ferm
level; these states are occupied by a photoelectron in
intermediate state of the absorption-emission process.
can assume that its high intensity indicates that thed elec-
trons in V15 are more localized as a result of larger V-
distances. Indeed, the average V-V distance in VO2 is about
2.62 Å, whereas in V15 the distance V1-V2 is 2.86 and 3.06
Å.7 The V3-V3 distances~6.926 Å! in V15 are even larger.

It is known that the spectral parameters of VKb5 XES
~the energy position, theKb9/Kb5 intensity ratio! are very
sensitive not only to the oxidation state of V ions in com
pounds, but also to their nearest neighbors.16 Therefore, we
have chosen CaV3O7 (V41 oxidation state! and V2O5 (V51

oxidation state! as the reference samples: in these co
pounds, as well as in V15, vanadium atoms are situated in
side a distorted pyramid made by five oxygen atoms.17,18 A
comparison of the VKb5 spectra of V15, VO2, V2O5, and
CaV3O7 @Fig. 5~b!# shows that the energy position, th
Kb9/Kb5 intensity ratio, and the spectral shape of V15 are
practically identical to the spectrum of CaV3O7, but signifi-
cantly differ from the V2O5 spectrum. This gives experimen
tal confirmation that vanadium ions in V15 have the oxidation
state ~41! and the configuration of neighboring atoms
similar to that of CaV3O7.

IV. SCHEME OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
CALCULATIONS

To obtain a deeper understanding of the electronic st
ture of V15, and to compare the experimental data with th
oretical predictions, we have performed a series
LSDA1U calculations.21 This method is known to provide
good theoretical description for most metal-oxide crystall
systems,22,23 since in most metal-oxide crystals the accou
of the on-site Coulomb repulsion~characterized by the valu
of the parameterU) is crucial for a correct description o
their properties. Moreover, this method has been success
applied25 for the molecular magnet Mn12, where account of
the on-site Coulomb repulsion yields the correct value for
gap in the electronic spectrum. Therefore, we expect that
LSDA1U approach should also be successful in describ
the electronic structure of V15. As shown below, this is in-
deed the case.

To start the LDA1U calculations one needs to identif
the regions where the atomic characteristics of the electr
states have largely survived~‘‘atomic spheres’’!. Within
these atomic spheres one can expand an electron wave
tion in terms of a localized orthonormal basisu inlms& ( i
denotes the site,n is the main quantum number,l the orbital
quantum number,m the magnetic number ands the spin
index!. The density matrix is defined as

nmm8
s

52
1

pE
EF

Im Ginlm,inlm8
s

~E!dE, ~1!
13440
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whereGinlm,inlm8
s (E)5^ inlmsu(E2Ĥ)21u inlm8s& are the

elements of the Green function matrix in this localized re
resentation~the effective HamiltonianĤ will be defined
later!. In terms of the elements of this density matrix$ns%,
the generalized local density approximation~LDA !1U
functional21 has the following form:

ELDA1U@rs~r !,$ns%#5ELSDA@rs~r !#1EU@$ns%#

2Edc@$n
s%#. ~2!

Here rs(r ) is the charge density for the electrons with t
spin s, andELSDA@rs(r )# is the standard LSDA functional
Equation~2! asserts that the LSDA suffices in the absence
orbital polarizations, which are given by

EU@$n%#5
1

2 (
$m%,s

^m,m9uVeeum8,m-&nmm8
s nm9m-

2s

1~^m,m9uVeeum8,m-&

2^m,m9uVeeum-,m8&!nmm8
s nm9m-

s , ~3!

whereVee is the screened electron-electron interactions. T
matrix elements ofVee are defined via an average Coulom
parameterU and the Hund intra-atomic exchange constan21

J. Finally, the last term in Eq.~2! describes the correction fo
the double counting~in the absence of orbital polarization
Eq. ~2! should reduce toELSDA), and is given by21

Edc@$n
s%#5

1

2
UN~N21!2

1

2
J@N↑~N↑21!1N↓~N↓21!#,

~4!

whereNs5Tr(nmm8
s ) andN5N↑1N↓.

In addition to the usual LDA potential, we determine a
effective single-particle potential

Vmm8
s

5 (
m8,m9

$^m,m9uVeeum8,m-&nm9m-
2s

1~^m,m9uVeeum8,m-&

2^m,m9uVeeum-,m8&!nm9m-
s %

2US N2
1

2D1JS Ns2
1

2D , ~5!

to be used in the effective single-particle Hamiltonian

Ĥ5ĤLSDA1 (
mm8

u inlms&Vmm8
s ^ inlm8su. ~6!

The linearized muffin-tin orbitals method in the orthogon
approximation has been used for the LSDA calculations.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

To make the calculations feasible and reasonably prec
we have followed standard practice,25,26excluding from con-
sideration the molecules of water of hydration, but retain
8-4
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completely the polyoxovanadate part of the V15 molecule.
The positions of constituent ions have been obtained fr
the x-ray data. The calculations presented below have b
made forJ50.8 eV andU54 eV. The choice of appropriat
values ofU andJ for the V15 molecule presents a problem
For compounds with small number of atoms in the crys
cell, there are ways of estimatingU and J, but for large
systems~like V15) such methods are inapplicable due
technical difficulties. Therefore, we choose another
proach. First, we note that for the vast majority of co
pounds with 3d elements, the value ofJ lies between 0.8 and
1.0 eV. In particular, for vanadates, this parameter ran
from 0.81 eV for VO~Ref. 21! to 0.88 eV for CaV3O7.24 The
spread of values is very small, and an exact value oJ
~within the range 0.8–0.9 eV! is of little significance for
electronic structure calculations. In contrast, the parameteU
is important. For vanadates, the value ofU changes from 3.6
eV for CaV3O7,24 to 6.7 eV for VO.21 Here we choose a
value of U close to that of CaV3O7, where vanadium ions
have the same oxidation state~41!, and a similar configura-
tion of neighboring atoms. Moreover, this value ofU gives
reasonable agreement with experiment, so that we have
sons to believe thatU54 eV is a good estimate for thi
parameter. We have also checked that the calculations
other values ofU, from 3.8 to 5.4 eV, do not significantly
change the DOS, but the distance between the bands
creases withU.

We note that our calculations withU5J50 ~which coin-
cide with the atomic sphere approximation LSDA approa!
do not give correct results, exhibiting qualitatively erroneo
non-zero DOS at the Fermi level. As reported in Refs. 12
27, the use of the LSDA approach with a Gaussian basis
a generalized gradient approximation functional, along w
theoretical optimization of the structure of V15 molecule,
gives a gap between the occupied and nonoccupied st
with zero DOS at the Fermi energy. As can be conclud
from Ref. 27, this approach does not agree with some de
present in the XES spectra, e.g., the O 2p and V 3d bands
are separated by a larger interval than obtained experim
tally, and than given by our LSDA1U calculations withU
54 eV. The situation is not yet clear, and further work
needed to clarify the details of the electronic structure
V15; therefore, we do not discuss this issue further here

The calculated DOS ofd, p, ands electrons of inequiva-
lent V1, V2, and V3 ions are presented in Figs. 6–8, and
DOS of oxygen ions belonging to the polyoxovanadate p
of the V15 molecule are shown in Fig. 9. The total DOS
electrons in the V15 molecule is presented in Fig. 10. Unt
now, detailed quantitative experimental information on t
electronic structure of V15 has been lacking, but the results
our calculations agree with available qualitative experim
tal facts. That is, a finite gap (DE;1 eV) in the total DOS is
correctly reproduced by the LSDA1U calculations. In this
work, using the results of XES and XPS investigations
scribed above, we can make quantitative comparison
tween theory and experiment.

The d electrons of the vanadium ions determine the m
netic behavior of V15. Previous magnetic measurements,6–8
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and the results of XES/XPS studies presented above,
firmed that V ions are tetravalent, with the total spin 1/2 p
ion. Moreover, the measurements of dc spin susceptib
and EPR data suggest that the intra-molecular exchange
teractions between V1 and V2~belonging to the upper and
lower hexagons! are strong, while the exchange with V3 ion
is much smaller.

These facts agree well with our theoretical results. T
calculated 3d DOS of all vanadium ions~see Fig. 6! demon-
strate two pronounced features: the sharp peaks locate

FIG. 6. DOS ofd electrons of inequivalent V1, V2, and V3 ions

FIG. 7. DOSs ofp electrons of inequivalent V1, V2, and V3
ions.
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D. W. BOUKHVALOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134408 ~2003!
about21 eV from the Fermi level for V1 and V2~for V3,
about20.5 eV!, and the broad bands extended between22
eV and27 eV. The sharp peaks correspond to localized Vd
electrons associated with the well-defined local spinS51/2
of vanadium ions. Our calculations, indeed, give the val
of magnetic moments very close to 1mB , namely,

m520.94mB for V1,

m50.91mB for V2,

FIG. 8. DOS of s electrons of inequivalent V1, V2, an
V3 ions.

FIG. 9. Total DOSs ofp electrons of oxygens belonging to th
polyoxovanadate part of the V15 molecule.
13440
s

m521.0mB for V3. ~7!

The charges of V ions have also been calculated from oc
pancies of 3d and 4s states of V. The resulting values ar
very close to14: 4.06 for V1, 4.09 for V2, and 4.00 for V3
The broad bands in the spectrum of Vd electrons clearly
demonstrate the signatures of hybridization between thed
and s states, on one hand, and the Op states, on the other
The broad structure of Op DOS is reproduced in V1 and V2
d ands DOSs and, somewhat weaker, in V3d ands DOSs.
This is in agreement with the fact that magnetic super
change interactions between V1 and V2~located in upper
and lower hexagons! are very strong~;800 K, according to
Ref. 7!, and involve strong hybridization between V 3d and
O 2p orbitals, while the interactions of V3~located in the
central triangle! are much weaker, implying weaker hybrid
ization. Similar hybridization signatures between Vs orbitals
and Op orbitals ~see Figs. 8 and 9! correspond to chemica
bonding of V with surrounding oxygens.

The calculated DOSs are in agreement with the result
XES measurements. The two features of vanadium DO
the sharp peaks and the broad bands, correspond to the
wide peaks, at about21.5 and26 eV, clearly seen in the
vanadiumL3 XES spectrum in Figs. 2 and 4. In agreeme
with experimental data, the sharp ‘‘magnetic’’ peak in V3
closer to the Fermi level, than the ‘‘magnetic’’ peaks of V
and V2 ~Figs. 2 and 6!. The difference between the pea
widths and intensities in the calculated DOS and in the m
sured XES spectra can be attributed to the difference in
trix elements corresponding to different Vd states. It is
known that such a difference can be very large,28 and it can
lead to significant differences between the ‘‘bare’’ pe
widths or heights in the DOS and the widths/intensities
corresponding peaks as observed in XES spectra. There
following common practice, we have restricted our discu
sion to the peak positions, rather than widths and heig
Furthermore, the structure of calculated Vp states DOS is in
good agreement with the XES spectra~Figs. 7 and 4!. The
broad band extending between22 and28 eV is revealed in
the V Kb5 XES spectra as a wide peak located in the sa

FIG. 10. Total electronic DOS of the polyoxovanadate part
the V15 molecule.
8-6
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF MAGNETIC MOLECULES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 134408 ~2003!
energy interval. Similarly, the calculated DOS for Op states
~a broad band from22 to 28 eV! exhibits itself as a broad
feature in the OKa XES spectra in the same energy rang
see Figs. 3 and 4.

The x-ray emission is a selective tool which probes o
the states allowed by dipolar selection rules, but XPS pro
the total density of states. The calculated total DOS~Fig. 10!
exhibits a number of peaks and dips. But the XPS spe
apparently lacks a sufficient energy resolution to ‘‘see’’ th
fine structure, since the resolution of XPS measurement
dielectric crystals, such as V15, is considerably reduced du
to the charging effect. We need to point out that the ove
width of the XPS VB spectrum~as opposed to the width o
individual peaks and dips! given in Fig. 4 is significantly
larger than the width of the calculated total DOS~Fig. 10!.
This difference can be attributed to a rather restricted bas
the wave functions used in calculations, because only
polyoxovanadate part of the V15 molecule has been take
into account. As a result, K 3p states and As 4s4p states
seen in the XPS VB are not reproduced in the calculated t
DOS. The width of V-3d–O-2p hybridized bands as est
mated from the XPS VB in the binding energy region
0–10 eV, is larger than the calculated width of this band. T
difference can be attributed to the contribution of A
4p-states which are located at the bottom of the XPS vale
band19 and are not treated in our LDA1U calculations. The
peaks ratio in the XPS VB does not follow to that of the to
DOS, because the total DOS is reflected in the XPS
spectra with an accuracy of the differences of atomic pho
ionization cross sections.20 We cannot give a theoretical es
timate for this effect because K 3p, As 4s, and As 4p states
are not taken into account in our electronic structure ca
lations. We also mention that the ‘‘magnetic’’ peaks in the
3d states constitute only a small fraction of the total state
V15. Along with the insufficient resolution, other reaso
might reduce the intensity of ‘‘magnetic’’ peak, e.g., co
tamination of the surface~XPS, in contrast with XES, is
surface-sensitive, and the peak seen in the bulk XES spe
can be suppressed if the surface is spoiled!, or there may be
the final state effects which are not considered in the ca
lations.
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VI. SUMMARY

In this work, we have performed an extensive experim
tal and theoretical investigation of the electronic structure
V15 magnetic molecules. Using XPS and XES, we have c
firmed that vanadium ions are tetravalent, and their lo
atomic structure is close to that of CaV3O7. We have man-
aged to separate, identify, and study in detail the contri
tions from inequivalent vanadium ions V1 and V2~belong-
ing to the upper and lower hexagons!, and V3~located in the
triangle sandwiched between the hexagons! to the XES spec-
tra. For theoretical studies, we have employed the LSDA1U
approach withU54 eV, yielding theoretical spectra whic
compare well with the experimental data. Our calculatio
also confirm the oxidation state 41 of vanadium ions in
V15. The main features of the calculated DOS correspond
the peaks seen in XES and XPS spectra for V and O io
The high intensity of the elastic peak of VL3 XES indicates
the existence of localized states of V, which are due to
peculiar crystal structure of V15, where the V-V distances ar
much larger than the V-X ones. The calculated magnetic m
ments of V1, V2, and V3 are very close to 1mB , i.e., to the
moment of a free V41 ion, in contrast with other compound
of tetravalent vanadium.
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